
SAS® Event Stream Processing 
6.1: What’s New

What’s New for SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1

Improved Cloud Capabilities

SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1 is cloud-ready for large-scale distributed services. Instructions are now 
available to build multiple Docker images and then use those images to create a deployment of SAS Event 
Stream Processing in Kubernetes. For more information, see SAS Event Stream Processing: Cloud 
Infrastructure.

Deployment of Streamviewer

Beginning with SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1, Streamviewer is always deployed with the full product on 
Linux and Windows platforms. For more information, see the appropriate SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1: 
Deployment Guide.

Improved ESP Server Configuration

You now can configure the ESP server by setting the values of key-value pairs specified in a single file, esp-
properties.yml, which is located in the configuration directory. Consolidating server configuration properties 
into a single file facilitates running an ESP server in a Docker container.

The file contains five sections:

n server configuration properties 

n connector configuration properties 

n security configuration properties 

n logger configuration properties 

n metering server configuration properties 

For more information, see “Configuring the ESP Server” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using the ESP 
Server.
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Setting up the ESP Server as a Daemon

You now can set up an ESP server as a daemon by editing preferences in three files in the init.d subdirectory 
of the configuration directory. For more information, see “Setting Up the ESP Server as a Daemon” in SAS Event 
Stream Processing: Using the ESP Server.

Run-time Validation Capability

You now can use the validation tool, dfesp_xml_validate, to determine whether your XML code would 
encounter run-time errors. This can help you avoid poor model design and unintended memory growth. For 
more information, see “Validating Your XML Code” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using the ESP Server.

Important: Before you run a down-level model in SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1, it is recommended that 
you run the validation tool on it.

Enhancements to Streaming Analytics

New and Enhanced Online Models

The following online models are now available:

n Streaming Speech Transcription 

n Streaming Audio Feature Computation 

n Change Detection 

n Streaming t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding 

You now can use a reconfig request event to change the value of the properties that govern the following 
online models:

n Cepstrum Transform (Cepstrum) 

n Lag Monitoring (LagMonitor) 

n Moving Relative Range (MRR) 

n Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) 

n Subspace Tracking (SST) 

Expanded Capabilities for Recommender Systems

The recommender system provided with SAS Event Stream Processing now provides two approaches:

n K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classification, which takes an input measure in a feature space and assigns a 
class based on the K-nearest neighbors in that space.

n Regularized Matrix Factorization (RMF), which projects objects into a lower dimensional latent space in order 
to discover latent features that underlie the interactions between two different types of entities.

RMF had previously been available only as an offline model. It is now also available as an online model. For 
more information, see “Using Recommender Systems” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using Streaming 
Analytics.
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Miscellaneous Enhancements

n The dfesp_analytics command-line utility now enables you to list the input-map and output-map of a 
trained model stored in an analytic store file. You can also set options for a specified model in a specified 
analytic store file. For more information, see “Determining Algorithm Availability and Properties” in SAS Event 
Stream Processing: Using Streaming Analytics.

n The streaming distribution fitting algorithm (DistributionFitting) now enables you to fit a Weibull, Gamma, or 
Normal distribution to a variable in the incoming data stream. For more information, see “Streaming 
Distribution Fitting” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Using Streaming Analytics.

New Window Types

Three new window types are available for SAS Event Stream Processing 6.1:

n Object Tracking windows perform multi-object tracking (MOT) in real time. For more information, see “Using 
Object Tracking Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using Windows.

n Remove State windows facilitate the transition of a stateful part of a model to a stateless part of a model. For 
more information, see “Using Remove State Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using 
Windows.

n Transpose windows interchange an event’s rows as columns, and columns as rows. For more information, 
see “Using Transpose Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using Windows.

New Publish/Subscribe Support for Apache Avro 
Messaging

SAS Event Stream Processing now provides a C library to support Apache Avro messaging. This library 
provides methods to convert an event block in binary format into a serialized Apache Avro message. This library 
is available for Linux but not Windows platforms.

For more information, see “Publish/Subscribe API Support for Apache Avro Messaging” in SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Publish/Subscribe API.

New Environment Variables Required to Use Python 
within SAS Micro Analytic Service Modules

To use Python within SAS Micro Analytic modules, you now must set two environment variables:

n MAS_M2PATH

n MAS_PYPATH

For more information, see “Working with SAS Micro Analytic Service Modules” in SAS Event Stream Processing: 
Using Streaming Analytics.

Enhancements to Windows

Enhancements to the Geofence Window

Enhancements have been made to the geometries and output schema of the Geofence window.

n You now can restrict the geofence lookup to selected geometries depending on input position metadata. You 
do this with the join‑key‑fieldname attributes of the geometry and position elements.
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n You now can specify a type of geometry to include, rather than having the Geofence window automatically 
determine the type based on the data characteristics. You do this with the geotype‑fieldname attribute of 
the geometry element.

n The definition of output schema is refined.

For more information, see “Using Geofence Windows” in SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using 
Windows.

Changes to Window Index Types

SAS Event Stream Processing now has a better way to choose the index types for windows. The following 
windows now always have an index of pi_EMPTY:

n Pattern 

n Text Category 

n Text Context 

n Text Sentiment 

n Text Topic 

For more information, see SAS Event Stream Processing: Creating and Using Windows.

Enhancements to SAS Event Stream Processing Studio

The following enhancements have been made to SAS Event Stream Processing Studio.

n The application layout is changed to facilitate smoother workflow. For example, upon opening the application, 
you can choose to work on projects, create and modify engine definition files, or manage ESP servers from 
the top of the pane. After selecting a window, you can select output schema to access a modernized panel to 
manage it.

n The user interface is enhanced to improve usability. For example, there is now an indicator at the bottom 
right corner of a window to indicate whether it is stateful or not.

n The interface for test mode is enhanced. For example, you now have access to the ESP server log through a 
window at the bottom of the pane.

n The Properties pane for the Calculate window is improved to better support stand-alone analytic store files.

n Enhanced interaction with SAS Event Stream Manager. For example, minor version updates from SAS Event 
Stream Manager are now available to SAS Event Stream Processing Studio.

For more information, see SAS Event Stream Processing: Using SAS Event Stream Processing Studio.

New Kinesis Connector and Adapter

A new Kinesis connector and adapter enables you to use Amazon Kinesis Data Streams to collect and process 
streams of data records in real time. For more information, see “Using the Kinesis Connector and Adapter” in 
SAS Event Stream Processing: Connectors and Adapters.

Simplified Command Line for C++ and Java Adapters

The command line for C++ and Java adapters is simplified. You now provide a single argument, -C with key-
value pairs to govern the behavior of the adapter.

For example, previously for the file-and-socket adapter, you could use the following command line to specify a 
subscriber adapter:

dfesp_fs_adapter -k sub -h "dfESP://localhost:49900/project_01/cq_01/input?snapshot=true" 
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-f TEST_OUTPUT/output/input.out -t csv -d ”%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S”

Beginning with this release, you use the following command line to perform the same action:

dfesp_fs_adapter -C type=sub,url=dfESP://localhost:49900/project_01/cq_01/input?snapshot=true,
fsname=TEST_OUTPUT/output/input.out,fstype=csv,dateformat=”%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S”

Important: To ease migration, release 6.1 maintains backward compatibility with release 5.2 adapter command 
line syntax. The following caveats apply. Please pay special attention to case:

Table 1 Release 5.2 to Release 6.1 Argument Equivalents

Adapter Release 5.2 Argument Equivalent Release 6.1 Argument

Cassandra publisher -c -C

Cassandra subscriber -c -C

HDAT publisher -c -C

HDFS subscriber -c -C

HDFS publisher -C -c

HDFS publisher -c -C

JMS subscriber -c -C

JMS publisher -C -c

JMS publisher -c -C

Rest subscriber -c -C

Twitter publisher -C -c

Twitter publisher -c -C

Important: In previous releases, some adapters used the -C or -c argument to specify the name of the section 
in the configuration file to parse for configuration parameters. To perform this action with release 6.1, specify the 
following:

df_adapter_adapter -C configfilesection=[section]

For more information, see “Command Line Syntax for C++ and Java Adapters” in SAS Event Stream 
Processing: Connectors and Adapters .

Miscellaneous Enhancements to Connectors and 
Adapters

n The following enhancements are now available for the CAS adapter:

o It now supports passing an OAuth token to authenticate against the SAS Cloud Analytic Services (CAS) 
server.

o The subscriber now supports CHAR column types in addition to VARCHAR.
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o The subscriber now supports time- and row-based periodicity.

n The Cassandra subscriber adapter now supports unlogged batches.

n The Database connector and adapter now support DataDirect drivers by default (as in release 5.1). You can 
use an optional command-line argument to continue using SAS threaded kernel drivers (as in release 5.2).

n The following enhancements are now available for the File and Socket connector and adapter:

o When configured to write HDAT files, they now support a secure SSH connection to the HDFS name and 
data nodes.

o When configured for CSV format, they now support an optional stripnullsfromcsv parameter.

n The following enhancements are now available for the Kafka connector and adapter:

o They now support reading and writing Apache Avro formatted messages through a new Apache Avro 
publish/subscribe format plug-in library.

o When configured for protobuf format, they now support copying a Kafka message key to and from a 
window field.

o On Linux and ARM systems, they no longer require you to install the Zookeeper and LibrdKafka libraries. 
They are statically linked in to the connector plug-in library.

o The version of the LibrdKafka library used is upgraded from 0.9.3 to 1.0.0.

n The MQTT connector and adapter are now supported on Windows.

n The following enhancements are now available for the RabbitMQ connector and adapter:

o Support for the transmission of Google protobufs has changed. Previously, when you set the rmqtype 
parameter to binary and specified values for the protofile and protomsg parameters, protobuf 
support was enabled. Starting with this release, you must explicitly set rmqtype to protobuf in order to 
enable support.

o The RabbitMQ connector and adapter now support a configurable heartbeat on the RabbitMQ server 
connection.

o The version of the Rabbitmq-c library used is now 0.9.0 instead of 0.52.

n The SMTP connector and adapter now support a new connection per event block mode, instead of the 
default persistent connection to the email server.

n The Teradata Listener connector and adapter now support Listener versions 2.02 and higher.

n The Twitter adapter now supports media entity fields included in received tweets.

For more information, see SAS Event Stream Processing: Connectors and Adapters.
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